INTEGRITY STATEMENT

Overview
As an essential element of the SkillsUSA Framework, Integrity guides members to do the right thing in a reliable way, allowing individuals to earn the trust and respect of others. Integrity is shown by being honest, do what one says they will do, holding themselves and others accountable, as well as making choices consistent with their values. The expectation is that integrity is demonstrated by all members and individuals involved with this year’s SkillsUSA Indiana State Championships.

Majority of this year’s Championships will be facilitated by a contest (video) submission and will be judged at a later date without the contestant or team present. Contests require members to submit a video that is unedited and completed within a single take as well as other aspects of the portions of the project as applicable.

Local Proctor Information
A local contest proctor (non-advisor/program instructor) must be present for the completion of the contest to ensure the integrity. The proctor should review the contest’s technical standards, contest guide and state contest.

During the contest, the contestant(s) should remain on camera as much as possible and not interact with outside individuals. Once complete, the contestant, chapter advisor and proctor will sign-off on the integrity statement. Additional contest proctor information can be found at www.skillsusaindiana.org/champsinfo21.

Following the proctor instructions outlined within the state contest, the proctor will start and end the recording on the filming device. At the start of the recording, the proctor will read a statement on camera, validating that this is the first and only take of the contest and then move out of the shot. The proctor may also be asked to serve as a timekeeper, see the state contest for more information.

Statement of Integrity
By signing to the right, the contestant, chapter advisor and proctor agree to the following:

- The first and only recording of the contest will be uploaded for submission.
- The video uploaded will be unedited with no alterations made to remove mistakes or gain a competitive advantage.
- The Local Contest Proctor (a non-SkillsUSA advisor/program instructor) was present for the recording.
- No outside resources were used during the presentation, demonstration, and/or display.
- All cell phones and other electronic devices (except the filming device) were turned off during the recording.
- All individuals involved with completing this submission acted with integrity as defined above.

CONTESTANT INFORMATION

Each contestant of a team contest must submit an individual integrity statement.

Contestant Number: ___________  Team: ________
Contestant Name: _______________________________
Contestant Chapter: _______________________________

CONTESTANT SIGNOFF

As the contestant within this contest, I agree to the Integrity Statement and verify that the submission is the sole and independently completed work of the contestant(s).

Contestant Signature  Date

CHAPTER ADVISOR SIGNOFF

As the chapter advisor for this contestant, I agree to the Integrity Statement and verify that the submission is the sole and independently completed work of the contestant(s).

Chapter Advisor Signature  Date

LOCAL CONTEST PROCTOR SIGNOFF

As the local contest proctor for this contest, I agree to the Integrity Statement and verify that the submission is the sole and independently completed work of the contestant(s).

Local Contest Proctor Signature  Date
Proctor Name: ________________________________________
Affiliation: ____________________________________________
Email: ________________________________________________

As the local contest proctor for this contest, I agree to the Integrity Statement and verify that the submission is the sole and independently completed work of the contestant(s).

__________________________________  __________________
Local Contest Proctor Signature  Date

Proctor Name: ________________________________________
Affiliation: ____________________________________________
Email: ________________________________________________

As the local contest proctor for this contest, I agree to the Integrity Statement and verify that the submission is the sole and independently completed work of the contestant(s).

__________________________________  __________________
Local Contest Proctor Signature  Date

Proctor Name: ________________________________________
Affiliation: ____________________________________________
Email: ________________________________________________

As the local contest proctor for this contest, I agree to the Integrity Statement and verify that the submission is the sole and independently completed work of the contestant(s).

__________________________________  __________________
Local Contest Proctor Signature  Date